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Revolutionary Retirement is certainly a book for Baby Boomers by Baby Boomers on the subject
of rebooting and reinventing into a great new phase of life. Filled with practical information,
helpful tales, exercises in every chapter, new ideas, and a robust appendix, the book addresses
these topics and even more: • How to plan for the revolutionary retirement you want • Creative
and fulfilling uses of your energy • How exactly to keep earning money and other methods to
make your money last • Ways to improve your wellbeing • Life at home when you are right now
both there • How exactly to solve your IT needs • Sandwich Generation issues — caring for your
parents and grown kids • Building and leaving your legacy • Simplifying your life and living a life of
passion The publication is about a lot more than funds, though—it’s about life. It recognizes as
well that they could fear monetary inadequacy, and offers unique solutions. The reserve
recognizes that the new brand of “retirees” desire relevance, fulfillment, identity, and self-esteem
in their next phase. It’s a road map for designing what’s next for all those looking to retire,
including, for many, continuing to function, or redefining what function means for them.
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I found this book such as a comforting friend or coach I found this book such as a comforting
friend or trainer, reminding me that my entire life will continue steadily to include lots of choices
made easier by taking the time to program what I'd like for my future. So much upon this topic
could be scary or dried out. I purchased a copy of this book and examined it along with my
business companions. A straightforward enjoyable read, and an excellent reference book. Meh.!"
Wonderful perspective on the importance of "going for a break" and how it could energize your
complete life! I lost curiosity about 50 % way through. This publication, however, is story-packed,
information-packed and a satisfying and empowering read. The great thing about this reserve is
you can go through it through or pick-and-choose topics of interest./ A "must read"! Extremely
well organized and an excellent ongoing reference guide. It really is a thoughtful and practical
method of looking at lifestyle in retirement, providing equipment for looking at retirement with a
fresh and fresh lens. There have been some interesting questions to answer but knowing what I
know now about the book it was not a great investment. Great Resource ! AWESOME READ .
details packed;!! Very helpful to me and I will highly recommend to others. Five Stars as
advertised One stop shopping for planning the next chapter Biased, but have read everything out
there related to planning what's next. Not the retirement of former generations but, ideally, a
dynamic, changeover from a fulltime profession to a following stage where improved longevity
and health enable an extended life marked by continuing relevance, and passionate, purposeful
engagement in our world. Not for Baby Boomers Only Revolutionary Retirement was compiled by
and for baby boomers.EXCELLENT RESURCE TO ASIST IN THE MENTAL Changeover. AS BABY
BOOMERS WE ARE NOT YOUR TRADITIONAL RETIREES ! I had the satisfaction of meeting
Catherine and Rita personally and hearing them discuss their passion and fire for this book..!
They were absolutely wonderful! Story & This reserve pulls everything together! a good,
empowering and enjoyable read I'm 25+ years from retirement, but I had heard about these co-
authors' design and it's never too early to start out thinking about or thinking about this topic,
especially because of semi-recent economic occasions. These four brilliant women give us what
we need to make smart and thoughtful decisions with lots of examples. I came across the first
half moderately interesting.We hadn't really considered it before, but especially enjoyed the
"Departing your legacy" chapter-- defining and acting on your values, gifts to your loved ones
and/or society, of time, cash or being a part model - eye-opening, compassionate, extremely
thought-full.I recommend it for all boomers, but also for us GenX-ers who like to think ahead. I
might grab a few for holiday gifts.. It is especially relevant for the requirements of the largest
cohort of Us citizens, most of who are either considering or have entered retirement.. But the
sage information and guidance provided by these four women on how best to think about, plan
for and manage this stage of lifestyle is not for baby boomers by itself. The book's sub-title is
"What's Next for You," and whether you're 20 or 85 years of age, you will see tools that will help
create or great tune the life span you want.. Good for all ages!!! Five Stars Exceptional rading. I
am using it for conversations with my friends, a way to make many of the issues we've avoided
facing available. While I am not really yet to retirement age it certainly gave me very much to take
into account. I haven't really produced space in my existence for breaks but I am thankful for this
reserve and the authors who have shared with me a fresh perspective. Excellent work women,
your contribution to the lives of those that take your assistance will be significant!
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